Abstract
Introduction
One of the principle goals of software visualization is to help programmers understand the intricacies of software systems. Many of the complexities of today's large, multithreaded, complex software systems involve their run time behaviors. To address these complexities we have long tried to develop dynamic software visualizations that can provide the appropriate insights.
Unfortunately, this is a difficult problem and there are essentially no visualizations today that are widely used that address the dynamic behavior of software systems. The goal of our research is to remedy this, to provide tools that can and will be used for understanding the dynamic behavior of software.
A Practical Approach
There are several issues that have to be addressed in order to make the visualization of software dynamics practical and desirable. These issues stem primarily from the fact that a worthwhile dynamic software visualization system has to address real systems and real problems.
A practical visualization system needs to address the types of software in which difficult understanding problems actually occur. This means that it has to be designed to handle large, multithreaded, often distributed, long-running computations and not just simple, single-user applications. The visualization system needs to handle these systems in real environments, which implies that the visualization must be done with minimal overhead and must be attachable to a running system. The visualization also must be closely correlated with the outside events that cause the dynamic behaviors of interest, which implies that the visualizations should be done in real time, with the user being able to go back and investigate any unusual situations in more detail after they occur.
A practical system also needs to address the wide range of actual problems that programmers face when trying to understand their software systems. Unfortunately, there is no single problem or even single class of problems that are commonly encountered here. Rather, almost every instance where the programmer needs to understand software behavior is a unique problem requiring a specialized solution and a visualization that is very problem and program specific. Generic solutions such as our prior work on JIVE [35] and JOVE [36] , address generic problems and are often difficult to use in understanding the specific behaviors that programmers are actually interested in.
Based on this, we feel that a practical tool for visually understanding software behavior must meet certain criteria. First, it must have a model of what should be visualized. This needs to be problem and program specific, i.e. to be useful the visualization must address the specific problem of interest. Second, data based on this model needs to be gathered efficiently and with minimal program perturbation. Third, the system needs to provide a visualization that is useful for the particular data, one that not only displays the important information contained in the data, but also uses visual cues to highlight any unusual or unexpected data. This has to be done in a way that is intuitive for the programmer. Finally, the system needs to be easily configurable by the user. The developer needs to be able to quickly define the appropriate data model and visualization.
Sample Problems
Determining the data model for understanding specificsoftware behaviors requires knowledge of what types of behaviors programmers need understood. While such behaviors can be quite varied, we have chosen a set of sample problems that illustrate the types of issues that programmers actually need addressed based on our several years of recording what we would have liked to be able to visualize as we were programming. These provide motivation for our approach and form a basis for evaluating the resultant visualizations. Each of these problems is representative of a broader range of problems and reflects issues that we actually have faced in software development over the past few years. The specific problems include:
1. In a multithreaded web crawler, we want to have some idea how many threads to utilize. This requires understanding what the current threads are doing in terms of the program. Are they waiting for a web page, waiting for the robots.txt file to be processed for a site, parsing the HTML, processing text from the page, writing the various information to disk or the database, waiting for garbage collection, or just waiting for another page request. Here we need a visualization that shows the thread states in terms of the program such as that shown in Figure 1 . Understanding thread behavior in terms of actual program states the general form of this problem.
2. In the same crawler we noted that the default HTML parser uses a Hashtable for looking up HTML tags. We think that this might be a bottleneck in a multithreaded implementation (since it is synchronized) but are not sure. Can we tell? For this we created a visualization that showed when each of the threads was blocking on the hashtable as seen in Figure 2 .
From the visualization we determined that while most of the time this wasn't a problem, occasionally during the run it was an issue. This problem is a specialization of the firstproblem where we are interested in the behavior of a few particular states of the thread. 3. In a pinball program where students write the various automata that constitute the state of the simulated pinball machine, the students need to see the state of their different automata and how they change when different events occur in the game. A sample visualization of this is shown in Figure 3 . The visualization shows each of the user's automata and their current state. Time is represented by the X-axis and state changes show up as changes in the colors of the bars. The general form of this problem involves understanding the behavior of user objects over time. This visualization is useful both to look at states of the objects and to look at the values associated with the objects. 4. In a system that does program flow analysis [39] , we have a problem when a particular abstract routine is called but never returns. What we want to see is the dynamic nesting structure for each such routine showing what call or fieldaccess causes the routine to never return. Our previous approach involves generating and perusing multiple gigabyte trace files.Here we created a visualization that shows the dependency graph as a dot plot where the color of the dots depends on the age of the dependency. A sample result can be seen in Figure 4 . This problem is representative of a set of problems where we want to visualize abstract program behavior (the flow analysis system never really builds the dependency graph), and illustrates the need for more complex data structures than simple timevarying values or states. 5. The specificationof Iterators in Java says that hasNext should always be called before next is called. We want to check that our application follows this protocol. One resultant visualization uses simple boxes that show good iterators in green and bad ones in red, while another shows the location and state of iterators in terms of the source files.These can be seen in Figure 5 . Understanding the behavior of protocols, either internal to an object or just exhibited by the program (or even a distributed system overall), is the logical extension of this type of visualization. Since protocols at all levels are important and often complex, this type of visualization can be very useful.
In this paper we describe a single data model that we use to address all these problems in a practical way. In particular we show how the model can be tied to minimal and dynamic instrumentation that can gather the necessary data efficiently and without perturbing the program and how the model can be used to drive a variety of different visualizations. We start by giving a summary of related work in the next section. We follow this by a description of the various parts of the model. This is followed by a discussion of the current implementation of the model and how visualizations should be defined.We conclude with our experiences and a description of the work remaining to be done to make this approach practical.
Related Work
Most visualizations of program execution today are not dynamic. These visualizations execute a program in a controlled environment while collecting trace data. They then analyze the trace data and create a visualization from the resultant analysis. This approach has several advantages. First the visualization tool can have access to a large amount of potential information by collecting a broad range of detailed trace data. Second, the visualizations can be more sophisticated since they don' t have to be done in real time as the program executes. Third, once the run is complete, programmers can use the visualization at their leisure, spending time appropriate to understanding their problem. An industrial example of such a system is Jinsight [20] [21] [22] . Jinsight collects traces from Java programs and uses this data to provide a variety of displays that can be used to understand performance issues, class and object interactions, and memory utilization problems such as memory leaks. Among many other examples are [7, [9] [10] [11] 15, 41, 42] and our own work with Cacti [30] and BLOOM [31] [32] [33] .
Having worked on and with such systems, we have come to the conclusion that they are not going to work for dealing with specificunderstanding questions involving the dynamics of modern software. There are several reasons for this. First, these systems tend to generate a significantamount of trace data. The cost of generating and storing this data means that the program under study executes at a significantslowdown. This makes the visualization difficultto use with today's systems which are interactive and long running. Second, because the trace filesare large, the analyses that need to be done can also take a significantamount of time, meaning that the cost of just getting to the point of being able to see the visualization is high and is thus discouraging to potential users. Third, the systems typically model the whole run and show the user the result after execution over. This makes it very difficultfor the user to correlate a particular external event with the visualization or even to remember what was going on at a point where the visualization might look interesting. Fourth, the collection of large amounts of trace data tends to perturb the behavior of the system, making problems involving timing or thread or process interaction difficultto reproduce during a trace run.
What is required and what is helpful are dynamic visualizations where the visualization runs along with the program and the program runs at close to its normal speed and without perturbation. Such systems require some compromise because they are limited both in terms of graphics and the data they can collect while still running the program at speed. However, the benefitsof being able to correlate the visualization with what is currently going on, of being able to use the visualization on arbitrary systems, and of having the visualization overhead being relatively low, far outweigh the drawbacks. This is especially true if the visualization provides a history mechanism so that the user can go back (while the program is running or after it finishes)to look at a particular event or visualized anomaly in more detail.
There is a long history of such dynamic visualizations. The earliest computer-based visualizations of program execution showed the source code as it was executed. These visualizations typically highlighted a statement or line of code as the program was executing that line. These visualization were sometimes combined with other feedback information, for example execution totals or past history. Many of the early graphical programming environments featured some form of dynamic visualization along these lines. For example, our PECAN environment from the early 1980's outlined the current source statement with a box [23] .
Other dynamically updated execution views provided by PECAN included a flowchart view of the program and a view of the stack and the values of variables on it.
Along with PECAN there were algorithm animation systems such as Balsa [2] [3] [4] , Tango [40] , and others that included a view of the source code to highlight what the program was doing. These systems all worked because the programs under consideration were relatively small and execution time was not a primary concern. The algorithm animation systems generally showed other aspects of program execution as well. In particular, using either an event-based model or explicit code in the program, they displayed abstractions of the underlying data structures or the algorithm itself.
After PECAN we tried two different approaches to handling more realistic programs. First, the GARDEN system attempted to do it using abstraction [24, 26] . GARDEN was a programming system that let the user define,integrate, and use new visual languages. Each language had a graphical syntax and an execution semantics definedin terms of other languages or GARDEN primitives. Programs were represented by objects that could be executed directly. GARDEN provided the hooks to automatically highlight execution within the visual displays of a program.
Our second approach was in the FIELD system. Here we attempted to provide visualization of full-sized C (and later Pascal, Object Pascal, and C++) systems [27, 29] . FIELD included source level views that updated whenever the debugger stopped execution. Moreover, it supported automatic single stepping so that the user could view the program execution in the editor. Similar views can be found in [17] .
In addition to visualizing the source, FIELD provided visualizations of user data structures that were updated dynamically as the program executed. The user was given control over when to update the structure to keep performance reasonable. This is similar to the displays provided by other tools [1, 19] and later commercial environments from SGI and Sun. FIELD also let the user customize the data structure displays [25] .
Since source lines are too coarse a representation to show dynamic execution of large systems, visualizations soon moved to more abstract forms. The idea here is to take a higher level view of the program and then to show the execution dynamically in terms of that view. FIELD provided several such views including displaying execution in call graphs and a class browser, and providing specialized views that showed performance, I/O behavior in terms of files,and memory behavior. Other systems that have provided similar performance visualizations include IBM' s PV [14] the visualizations that accompany MPI, or the visualizations incorporated in Sun's programming environment.
Extending this concept, out next dynamic visualization system, JIVE, combined several abstractions into one visualization [35, 37] . One of these abstractions provides a view of execution in terms of classes or packages, two others provide views of thread behavior in terms of execution states. A fourth provided a estimation of the program phase [38] . JIVE worked by breaking the execution into 20 millisecond intervals, accumulating data internally during the intervals, and then visualizing the summary data in a separate concurrent process. JIVE had low enough overhead to be used on arbitrary Java programs
Going beyond JIVE, we built a second visualizer, JOVE, that maintains a more complex model of program behavior [36] . It again looks at the program in terms of small intervals. For each interval it keeps track of how many times each basic block is executed by each thread. The summary information is then kept over the history of the run. Using sophisticated instrumentation, we were able to display the resultant summary data in real time without significantly af fecting program behavior.
The problem with both JIVE and JOVE and other current dynamic visualizers is that they provide generic solutions that do not fitthe specificproblems that programmers have. We wanted to build on previous work by ourselves [32] [33] [34] and systems such as EVolve [41, 42] that attempt to let the programmer craft visualizations to fittheir problems. However we wanted to do so in a dynamic rather than a static or post-mortem environment.
Visualization Data Model
Doing high-quality, program-specificvisualization in a dynamic environment puts strong requirements on data collection, data analysis, and visualization. In particular, it means that
• All aspects of the system must be very efficient.The instrumentation must not significantlyslow down the program. The amount of data collected must be small enough to move rapidly from the executing program to the visualizer. The data analysis must be done in real time. The visualization itself must provide dynamic frames at a smooth, real-time frame rate. Our experience has shown that typical data collection techniques for Java (e.g. using JVMTI, JVMPI, or JVMDI) slow the program down by a factor of at least ten and introduce unnecessary thread synchronizations.
• Instrumentation should take great pains to not perturb program execution. One has to avoid instrumentation strategies result in inadvertent thread synchronizations or significant slowdowns. Similarly, visualizations that are too costly to compute or that can' t be done in real time will affect the correlation between the execution and the visualization.
• The data that can be collected has to be general enough to reflect a wide range of different problems and to provide appropriate abstract views of program execution. The information needed to address the examples at the start of this paper include determining where threads change states, when a thread is waiting on a particular monitor, how the program implicitly builds a dependency graph, the state of internal classes that happen to reflect automata, and the behavior of class instances representing iterators as determined by call sequences.
• The visualization must be determined by an analysis of this data. This analysis can be as simple as the current state for each thread. It can also be history dependent, for example, in the behavior of Iterators where the sequence of calls determines what is legal or illegal. It can also be simply implicit, for example as seen in the dependency graph that the flow analyzer never really builds but that can be inferred from various behaviors.
Our approach is driven by these requirements. We start by using parameterized events definedin abstract terms over the program. These are used to specify what parts of the execution are relevant to the problem at hand. These events are used to defineand drive finitestate automata that are used to reflect the time-dependent behavior that should be visualized. These automata are then used to build time-aware data structures by defining data-structure modifying actions as events on their transitions. The data structures are then used as the basis for a variety of different visualizations. These various components of the model are described in detail in the next sections.
Parameterized Program Events
The starting point for a visualization data model for execution needs to be rooted in the execution itself. Previous work, starting with Balsa [5] has demonstrated the utility of using "interesting" events as the basis for describing program behavior. While algorithm animation systems such as Balsa did manual instrumentation at the source level, we needed to do more automatic instrumentation and to work with real programs where we don' t always have actual source code. Here we noted that the problem of identifying interesting aspects of the execution is essentially the same as that faced by aspect-oriented programming.
Aspect/J provides a language that lets the program specify points in the program where aspects should be attached [12, 13] . The implementation of this involves identifying the corresponding bytecode and inserting appropriate instrumentation calls. Our system works much the same and could even make use of the Aspect/J syntax and instrumentation packages. However, because we wanted to correlate the dynamic patching and unpatching of distributed systems, we started with a small patcher of our own on top of JikesBT [16] .
The set of program events, again similar to Aspect/J, includes calls, returns, method entry and exit, allocations, fieldsets, throwing and catching exceptions, and setting and releasing monitors. Each of these events can be restricted based on location or type information. Moreover, each is parameterized with appropriate program data. For example, a call event can be restricted to calls of a given method or calls from a given method, and can have as parameters the current object, the current thread, any of the call parameters, or any data directly accessible from one of these items.
Event Automata
The program events drive extended finitestate automata. These automata represent an abstraction of the program behavior that is of interest to the visualization. For example, if the programmer is interested in the behavior of a particular protocol in the application, the automata would describe the states of the protocol including information as to which state transitions were valid. Events are used here both to definethe automata and to cause the automata to change states appropriately.
Many of the interesting problems for visualization involve multiple instances to be visualized. For example, we want to understand the behavior of each thread in the web crawler separately and we want to independently monitor the state of each Iterator in the application. This means that we need to maintain multiple automata and relate program events to the appropriate automata. This is done using the event parameters.
Each relevant parameter for an event has an associated match setting. This setting indicates whether the event should create a new automaton with the parameter value as the key or whether it should findan existing automaton using the parameter value. The system supports automaton defined using multiple parameters coming from separate events to support understanding behaviors based on sets of objects.
The automata model that is used is extended to allow each automaton to have a set of local variables and to allow conditions on the arcs based on these variables. This makes it relatively easy to defineautomata that can count (to ensure for example that the number of pushes equals the number of pops) and to describe most interesting behaviors in a simple manner.
The event automata are created and driven from the events. The system associates a set of event actions with each event. These actions can create automata with a given key, look up automata using a parameter as key (if the problem requires multiple lookup events, this returns a set of automata rather than the actual automaton), set parameters in the current automaton, and activate the current automaton. The event is also used to cause transitions once the current automaton is active.
Our instrumentation system can build and maintain these automata either in the monitored process or in the visualization process. The former is generally more efficientand allows the system to process and summarize the data locally before sending it to the visualizer. It is used if only summary data is required. The latter is used when more detailed information such as every state transition is going to be visualized or if the cost of creating and maintaining automata over the program run would be excessive.
Data Structures
The event automata provide a tractable abstraction of program behavior. In many cases what the programmer wants visualized is a direct representation of this behavior, and the visualization could be derived directly from the automata. However, other instances involve more detailed analysis of the behavior and most visualizations require time-based data.
To accommodate these needs our model creates time-aware data structures that reflect more directly what should be visualized. We provide basic data structures consisting of entities and fields and a specialized implementation of a graph with corresponding graph operations.
For the basic data structures, each fieldcan be either fix ed or time varying. Access to the data structure from the visualizers specifieseither a particular time or a time interval. For a particular time, the implementation returns the fieldvalue at that time. For a time interval, the implementation will return the set of values that the fieldheld during that interval along with information as to how many times each value was set and how much time during the interval the fieldheld the value. The implementation can also return, when desired, the sequence of value changes and times for the particular field.Graphs are treated like basic data structures with entities reflecting nodes and arcs that can have associated values.
The data structure is created and maintained by definingactions on the transitions of the event automata. These actions let the event create entities, findentities based on parameter values, set fields, and add or remove graph nodes and arcs. While these actions can be defined explicitly, the implementation provides automatic definitionsfor the common case where the data structure is a direct reflectionof the event automata, that is where there is one entity for each automata and that entity has fieldsfor the current state and each of the associated variables.
Visualization Mappings
The data structures provide access to the data that is relevant to the problem for which the programmer wants to use visualization. However, it is rarely the case that one can determine a priori how that data should be displayed to make best use of the visualization technology. Different fieldsmight need to be stressed at different times and in different ways. Value ranges might need to be compressed or expanded to best highlight the underlying data. With time-varying data, the number of changes may be more relevant than the time spent with each value or visa versa. The visualization might also only want to view values that meet a certain criteria, for example delays greater that a given threshold or Iterators derived from methods in a particular package.
To accommodate this and to make the visualization easier to code, access to the data structures is done indirectly through a set of mappings. Each mapping specifiesthe fieldand entity that is being addressed, whether the program wants the actual values, counts, or times, a value filter , and a scaling function. Each graphical property of the visualization is associated with its own mapping. Moreover, the system lets the mappings be changed dynamically to give the programmer control of the visualization.
Implementation Framework
The visualization system is built as a suite of separate components that communicate via sockets and an updated version of the FIELD message server [28] as seen in Figure 6 . The user's application runs as a normal Java process as seen in the upper left of the figure.We provide two additions to that process. The first, labeled VJMTI, uses JVMTI [18] to interface between the Java virtual machine and the rest of the visualization system. It provides several functions. First, it traps class loading so that classes can be instrumented. Second, it provides the ability to dynamically exchange instrumented and uninstrumented classes, thereby letting the system attach and detach visualizations from the application. Third, it lets the visualization controller control data collection by enabling or disabling collection and setting the accumulation interval dynamically. Fourth, it lets the controller query the set of available processes that can be visualized. Communication between the controller and VJMTI is through the message server. This permits multiple virtual machines running on the same or different machines to be used in the same visualization.
The second addition to the user process, labeled VJMLIB in the figure,is the library called by the instrumented code. This library can operate in one of three modes depending on the requirements of the visualization. In one mode it passes all events to the data collector, DCOL, using a socket. In the second mode it maintains all the event automata and passes the data structure manipulation actions to the data collector. This mode, which is typically used, generally results in less communication but slightly more overhead. This overhead is reduced further by having VELD generate visualization-specificcode for maintaining the event automata. The third mode is used when only summary data is desired. Here the library collects statistics on fieldtransitions for short execution intervals, typically 30ms, and only sends the summary data to the collector. This library is crafted so that events are collected without any thread synchronization, so that messages are buffered and sent to the data collector periodically in batches, and so that data processing and communication can overlap. This is done by creating a separate message area for each thread, by triple buffering these areas within the library, and by having a separate thread in charge of communications.
The data collector is primarily concerned with providing intervalbased access to the user data structures. It maintains event automata if necessary. For each time-varying fieldit keeps the set of transitions or summary data that has been sent. The visualization can then request data for a given interval. When it gets such a request, the data collector computes the data for the given interval based on the raw data it had collected. Data for the computed interval is cached to minimize recomputation.
Access to the data collector is through a view controller labeled VIEWER in the diagram. This package is responsible for handling the visualization mapping portion of the model. In addition, it controls the various visualizations and handles time synchronization of different views. It is also responsible for providing the user interface for visualization, letting the user view the history of the execution or the current state, letting the user change the visualization mappings, and letting the user change the parameters that characterize each of the visualizations.
The visualizations themselves are designed as independent plugins for the view controller. This makes it relatively straightforward to create new visualizations and lets the system be used with a wide variety of different visualization strategies. The current set of visualizations include boxes (shown on the left in Figure 5 ), Dot plots ( Figure 4 ) [6] , Enumerations (top of Figure 1 and Figure 2 ), File-based displays akin to SeeSoft ( Figure 5 on the right) [8] , and time bars (bottom of Figure 1 and Figure 3 ).
The different visualizations implement a simple interface defined by the view controller and are described in an XML file.Each visualization describes its own data model in terms of the entities that it expects, the set of graphical properties that can be drawn from those entities, and the set of parameters that characterize the visualizations. For example, Figure 7 shows the description of the enumeration visualization. The visualization description for enumerations. This firstdefinestwo visualization parameters that will be made available to the user. It then describes the entities expected by the visualization. This visualization works with one type of entity. Finally, it describes the various visual properties that the user can set for the visualization. These are the properties that can be associated with the visualization data using the visualization mappings.
Defining Visualizations
The overall system maintains a complete model of the desired visualization and shares that model with all the components. This model can be saved so that the same visualization can be recreated for the same or for a different application. The model is maintained in memory by the visualization controller, VELD, and is stored and shared between tools using an XML file.An example of this filecan be seen in Figure 8 . The fileprovides a description of the visualization, a listing and description of the events that need to be instrumented in the application, a description of the automata, a description of the data structures, and a description of the views associated with the visualization. In this case it uses the default data model that shows the states of the event automata. In addition, the model contains information about how the data structure elements are to be used. In this case, the model specifiesthat the viewer is only interested in the time spent in each state of the event automata. Additional specification can provide information on what program to run and what classes to instrument or ignore.
Currently visualizations are constructed by creating this filein an editor. We are working on several tools that will automate this process and have designed the overall system to facilitate this. First we are working on a tool that uses wizards to let the programmer quickly characterize their visualization and then provide the small amount of information needed by the wizard. In conjunction with this, we are developing a tool that lets the programmer edit each of the model components separately using an appropriate framework. For example, events can be edited by pointing to the appropriate source locations, a graphical editor is provided for definingautomata, and views can be selected and parameterized through simple dialog boxes.
The model contains enough information so that once the data structure model is provided, it can match that model and the properties of interest with the set of available visualizations so that visualizations could be selected automatically.
Experience and Future Work
The model described in this paper is necessary for a practical dynamic visualization system. Any system that attempts to do large-scale dynamic visualization without addressing all the issues that the model addresses is not going to be able to provide the necessary range of visualizations or the necessary flexibility in adapting visualizations to meet the real understanding problems that need to be addressed.
The key components of the model include starting from program events, modeling program behavior, particularly protocols, using extended finiteautomata, providing a suite of data structures to contain the information to be visualized, and offering access to this data based on time intervals and through mappings that can provide the most appropriate information for visualization.
We have used our implementation to build visualizations for the problems listed earlier (as seen in the corresponding figures).In each case, we are able to run the original application without noticeable slowdown and to see the resultant visualizations in real time. The actual slowdown depends on a variety of factors including the number of items being monitored, the frequency of changes to the monitored items, the type of summary data being sent, the frequency of updates, whether the program is cpu-bound or IO-bound, and the ability of the computer to do the necessary graphics if the visualization is run on the same machine. In almost all cases we tried, the program seemed to run at normal speeds. In the worst case situation, with a CPU bound program and high-intensive monitoring (looking at all Iterators), the slowdown was less than a factor of 2.
Our experience with the prototype tool has been positive. We have been able to correlate changes in the visualization to events in the program. We have used the visualizations to understand program behavior. For example, the visualizations of the web crawler showed that much of the delay that we were experiencing was while waiting to get the robots.txt information rather than waiting for web pages. This was a result that did not show up with the earlier generic visualizations. Overall, we have shown through example problems and the resultant visualizations that the model and our implementation of it is practical and has broad applicability.
The model is necessary for practical dynamic visualization, it is not sufficient.A truly practical visualization system needs to go beyond the underlying framework and provide a user interface that is both intuitive and easy to use. Without such an interface, the work required to defineand use a visualization outweighs the benefits of using visualization rather than using traditional approaches. There are two parts to the interface. The first involves letting the programmer describe the problem so that a visualization model can be built. The second involves letting the programmer manipulate and understand the visualization itself. We are currently working on these two aspects of the system, confidentthat because we have the right underlying framework we will be able to create a tool that will actually be used. Our approach here should allow rapid and continual experimentation with dynamic visualization of the arbitrary Java applications.
